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28th September 2015 

 
EiP Secretariat 
City Hall, London SE1 2AA 
Attention the MALP Inspector 
Mr David Hogger BA MSc MRTPI MCIHT 
by email c/o the EiP Secretary 
 
Dear Sirs; 
  
Minor Alteration to the London Plan 
Examination in Public 
Recommendation to Star Rate Housing 
 
 
Further to separate correspondence regarding my recommendation to Star Rate all housing in 
London, both existing and proposed, new and old, and make listing the price per square metre 
compulsory, first proposed to the RIBA in 2014 and subsequently taken up on-line with your 
offices, I am pleased to summarise the updated and refined details below and attached. 
 
Star rating in general Everywhere we eat, sleep and drink is star rated and priced, from 
restaurants to hotels and holiday travel, even views.  Everything else is subject to peer review, 
assessed by consumer groups, Which?, car, Hi-Fi and fashion magazines, private companies and 
trading associations.  Those that are not are subject to complaint through both Government and 
Non-Governmental Organisations, not least being the Financial Services Ombudsman: everything 
that is, except Housing.   

The question regarding whether or not open assessment, pricing and star rating leads to better 
goods and services is in fact unquestionable; everything has improved over the past 50 years 
except Housing, which is getting worse. 
 
The need for Regulation The Mayor of London’s Office has confirmed that while they would 
like proposals to Star Rate Housing be considered, they think they would need to be regulated, 
which they are concerned is currently impossible, suggesting that individuals rating their own 
homes would be unreliable, perhaps leading to fraud. 

Having investigated their concerns further, I find that it was the AA and RAC who invented Hotel 
Star Ratings, the RAC having only just dropped out, being replaced by Tourist Boards, where trust 
may now be an issue where it wasn’t before, but even International Accounting Standards are 
largely voluntary, having evolved over years through cooperation.  Michelin, a tyre maker, is the 
leading restaurant guide, developed by on board mapping systems, none of whom are regulated.  
The regulation of rating systems is clearly not the norm, and in my view, unnecessary.  Indeed, the 
key advantage of Star Rating Housing is that anyone could do it.   

Again in my view, we should not be concerned for things that are easily verifiable one way or the 
other, measuring the area of a house being child’s play, a weekend study or homework project to 
teach 10-11 year olds how to measure and multiply, but from the Mayor of London’s point of view, 
if there was a need to add a law, why couldn’t Parliament be asked to do that ?   Now he is also an 
MP, perhaps he could even do it himself through GLA bye-laws ? 
 
Estate Agents and Building Societies Notwithstanding the above, Estate Agents are already 
bound by Advertising Law, as https://www.gov.uk/marketing-advertising-law/overview and as they 
market most of the property for sale or rent, the means are already available to check on star data,

https://www.gov.uk/marketing-advertising-law/overview
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whoever actually measures the houses.  Added to that, Building Societies invariably value property 
through professionals, the RICS being most heavily involved; surely they could be trusted to verify 
the Star Ratings if asked to ?   
 
Housing Values Essential to making Star Rated Housing useful would be to make giving the 
cost per square metre compulsory as well, so that we could all see what we are getting for our 
money.  As the UK is one of the few countries in Europe that doesn’t publish the rate per square 
metre when advertising property, I wouldn’t be surprised if EU legislation requires us to provide it, 
for which the basis of an accurate rating would have to be agreed: ie where should we measure, 
for which the RICS probably has a formula already.  

The Halifax Building Society (at least) compiles a register of how much UK property costs and is 
worth per square metre by Post Code. You have to search the internet to find it, but why doesn’t 
the British Public have this information to hand ?  The UK was a pioneer of building cost control, 
leading to the establishment of the RIBA and RICS.  Cost consultants such as Spon’s and EC 
Harris prosper, but does the average householder know how much it costs to build a house: no.   
Is he in a position to know whether he is getting value for money: again, no. 
 
Background  My proposal to star rate every property by use of rooms and their area 
stems from the common complaint that modern houses are too small to live in, that the only 
purchasers of new houses are the ill-informed, mostly young buyers hoping to get onto the housing 
ladder, and that it is almost impossible to assess the relative values of the property itself, separate 
from the land it is on, resulting from Planning issues.  I have also seen that relatively recently built 
2 star property is being demolished to make way for 1 star new build, rather than upgrading it.  
Where is the sense in that, when millions are still living in decrepit conversions ?  
 
Star Rating The stars are based on the architectural arrangement of the rooms, split broadly 
between Living and Sleeping areas, especially their grouping, taking information from the public 
domain into account except for the very smallest, where builders rarely publicise how small their 
new houses actually are, and older properties which are generally larger, where UK Estate Agents 
like to stress how many rooms there are rather than measure them, presumably so that we have to 
trudge round every property advertised to discover what is really on offer. 

My starting points were Parker Morris Standards for government housing in the 1960s, English 
Partnerships and subsequently the London Housing Design Guide.  Unfortunately, I have had to 
guess the area of the smallest houses from press releases, largely through the AJ and RIBA, 
including several Royal Commissions, and have taken it in good faith regarding the area of typical 
private housing built between the wars, most having 4 star potential according to my guide.  
Nevertheless, I have included 1 star for what would have been barely acceptable for 19th century 
alms houses, perhaps the best of the current new-build trend. 

Extending the above, I have proposed that 4 and 5 star accommodation reflect the growing 
expectation of private bathrooms, utility or laundry rooms and the like.  I also consider that better 
housing would include guest rooms on the entrance level, perhaps a granny flat, but have not got 
into the obvious benefits of a games room, etc.   

I have refined the areas to whole numbers, in expectation that they will be easier to remember. 
Refinements would include other aspects, perhaps design as advocated by the RIBA, but even 
architects still get paid against the area built, so this is the starting point.  I see that other rating 
systems have been proposed, such as Home Performance Labelling, but with their need for 
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specialist advice, are unlikely to include any existing housing, perhaps 95% of the total stock.  In 
my view, any housing standard that doesn’t consider the existing stock is next to useless. 

More difficult issues concern access to local facilities, parking, visitors and open space, all really 
Planning, not building, so I have restricted Star Rating to the houses themselves, adding a star if 
they have a private garden in addition to the living, sleeping and parking areas defined.  Those 
other aspects will come in time, as they have with hotels, perhaps red, green and gold stars. 
 
What have we got ?  The surprising thing is that, all things considered, we may find that 
we have a lot of housing in the 2 and 3 star categories, particularly where Parker Morris housing 
dominates, curiously the poorer areas of most cities, despite the current doom, gloom and despair 
surrounding new-build.  We would also discover that the addition of a bathroom or conservatory 
might lift many an old house a star or two, especially much older housing that could be upgraded 
to 3 and 4 stars.  However, whether we attain a majority of 4 and 5 star housing would depend 
more on the availability of parking and gardens, so suburbia would likely remain the preferred 
housing form, as it was first advertised. 
   
Advantages The prime advantage of Star Rated Housing would be that relatively uninformed 
home owners would see what was required to gain a star, and with a value per square metre 
against each property most likely derived from location, could assess whether or not it was worth 
the money.  DIY and home improvements would almost certainly follow wherever they were viable, 
as if television doesn’t promote them enough, but currently, there is no clear route to financial and 
quantifiable improvement, design often being seen as decoration rather than fitness for purpose.  
With a Star Rating system in place, everyone would see at a glance the best and most profitable 
things to do, which we have seen elsewhere leads to general improvement overall. 

A key secondary issue would be that we may be able to assess the relative prosperity of any given 
locality by simply counting the number and star ratings of the property and comparing them with 
the total, perhaps leading to related improvements in facilities through both local and central 
government policy and planning. 
 
I hope that you are convinced of the benefits of the proposal and would be pleased to discuss or 
develop the idea further if required.  The obvious issue is setting the minimum areas, especially for 
5-6 star properties that I expect most of us would prefer to live in:  setting the standard too high 
would mean we had very few, while too low and they are degraded.  
 
 
Yours faithfully; 
 
 
 
 
Peter Dew MA(Cantab) RIBA 
POBox 43068 
Abu Dhabi UAE 
 
 
 

 


